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would stare round-eyed at any subject of King George, aged
more than twenty-one, who said in response to questions
that he was "going to the lecture." And no attraction,
however unusual or sublime, will suffice to get him there.
The announcement of a course to be delivered by the
Archangel Michael on his experiences in the Holy War—in
the Albert Hall, of course (where else would an Archangel
lecture ?)—would almost certainly find him lecturing to
empty benches. For England does not go to lectures. The
British male would not be there. But neither would the
British female. There lies the impressive contrast. For
the multitudinous lecture-goers of America are almost all
women.
It is a phenomenon worth analysing further. However
ungallant it seems to pass one's hostesses under the micro-
scope, one may pursue the investigation. Where do they
live ? What kind of people are they ? If lecture-going
were just a feature of small-town life, one would be inclined
to discount its significance. For in small communities,
where the stir is slight and the picture-houses only change
their programmes once a week, anyone might be excused for
going to a lecture. In such instances attendance would not
point to anything more significant than a desire for change,
a mild hope of entertainment sure to be rewarded by the sight
of a strange face and the sound of a still stranger (because
so often an English) voice. But the lecture, as a part of the
life of American women, is by no means confined to small
towns. I have seen eager assemblies in large cities richly
provided with every means of distraction for their citizen-
esses. What, then, is the meaning of them ?
One pauses, slightly baffled. Such assemblies consisted,
in the experience of one explorer, of almost every type-
young women fresh from college, ladies in middle life, and
comfortable elders. Only one element was almost uniformly
absent; for the presence of young mothers, deep in their
household worries, was something of a rarity, though even
that was not unknown. What, one is left enquiring, draws

